2021-2022 Ragazze Electives
Theory I
In this class, students will explore the fundamentals of music notation and learn to apply their
knowledge to their own music-making. Designed for both those new to music theory and those
looking to strengthen their skills, this class will use project-based activities to help students learn
how to identify key signatures, recognize intervals, build scales, and sight-sing with increasing
fluency. Students will apply their theory knowledge to composition projects throughout the
course. Singers must complete the Spirito Theory Placement Test to be admitted into this course.
Theory II
In this class, students will take their theory practice to the next level by exploring more complex
rhythms and time signatures, key signatures, and all major and minor scales. Students will
identify and sing all intervals, read notes in treble and bass clefs, and work on ear-training
through weekly sight-reading and dictation exercises. Creative projects will reinforce theory
concepts and help singers confidently apply their new skills to their own music. Singers place
into this course through the Spirito Theory Placement Test or previous theory assessment.
Theory III
This class is designed to enable young musicians to read, create, and understand music with
complete fluency. Students will learn to write major and minor scales in any key, and use
improvisation and ear-training exercises to build harmonies together. Creative projects will
reinforce theory concepts and frequent collaboration will build confidence and trust. Melodic,
intervallic, and rhythmic ear-training will be reinforced through weekly sight-singing and
dictation exercises, and students will write and read complex rhythms. Singers place into this
course through the Spirito Theory Placement Test or previous theory assessment.
Advanced Musicianship
In this class, advanced students will join their love of singing with practical performance and
musicianship skills. Open to those who have passed all three levels of theory instruction, this
class focuses on sight-reading, music literacy, songwriting, improvisation, conducting, arranging,
and performing to help students adapt to any musical situation. Through project-based learning
and collaborative partnerships, students will develop confidence as well-rounded musicians, able
to apply their experiences to performances, auditions, and other future musical experiences.
Singers must pass their Theory III assessment to enroll in this course.
Voce A Cappella Ensemble
Open by audition to all Ragazze singers, Voce is a new pop a cappella ensemble coached by
Bravura singers Kenna and Michal Tolman. Members of Voce will learn the basics of pop a
cappella singing, from vocal independence and harmonization to improvisation and solo

technique. Voce singers will also learn to beatbox and create and modify arrangements of their
favorite songs to perform in concert. Voce rehearses from 5:00-6:00 pm on Tuesdays. Interested
singers can sign up for an audition in August.
Theory Tutoring
Open to students who have passed all three levels of theory instruction, this course allows
students to give back to their peers and gain firsthand teaching experience. Working closely with
a theory instructor, tutors will assist weekly theory instruction, give one-on-one support to
students, and help teach new concepts and run review sessions as necessary. Tutors share their
expertise with their fellow singers, and help everyone to achieve at the highest level. Singers
must pass their Theory III assessment to enroll in this course.
*Ragazze singers may sign up for electives in August.*

